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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The purpose of this study is to assess the potential economic impacts in Alaska from
oil development in the coastal plain of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. Key
findings of this study are summarized below.
•

Based on $22 per barrel oil (West Coast), annual Alaska revenues from
ANWR oil production could peak at over $800 million. This includes
royalties (assuming a 50/50 state/federal royalty split), severance taxes,
property taxes and corporate income taxes. This is based on the “mean”
resource volume estimate of 10 billion barrels of technically recoverable oil in
ANWR.

•

Five years after the first barrel of ANWR oil is pumped, annual state
revenues would total approximately $300 million and after ten years, $600
million. Peak revenues are reached after approximately 17 years. In addition,
lease bonus revenues would add an estimated $1.5 billion to state coffers.

•

With higher oil prices, total annual state revenues could peak at about $1.3
billion ($24 per barrel oil). The price of ANS West Coast oil currently stands
at about $27 per barrel.

State of Alaska Revenues from ANWR Oil Production
Peak Annual Values (millions of dollars)
West Coast Price ($/bbl)

$20.00

$22.00

$24.00

Royalties (50/50 state/federal split)

$130

$200

$320

Royalties (90/10 state/federal split)

230

360

570

Severance Taxes

270

420

660

Corporate Income Taxes

60

100

160

Property Taxes

80

100

140

Total Alaska Revenues (50/50 royalty split)

$540

$830

$1,280

Total Alaska Revenues (90/10 royalty split)

$650

$990

$1,530

Subtotals may not add to totals due to rounding.

•

Based on $22 per barrel oil, development of ANWR’s oil resources could
create approximately 25,000 jobs in Alaska and $1.7 billion in labor income
(assuming a 50/50 royalty split).

•

Five years after the first barrel of ANWR oil is pumped, Alaska employment
gains would total approximately 10,000 jobs and after ten years, 19,000 jobs.
Peak employment would be reached after approximately 17 years.

•

With higher oil prices, total Alaska employment could peak at just over
38,000 jobs and $2.6 billion in labor income ($24 per barrel oil).
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Employment and Labor Income Impacts of Oil Development in ANWR
Peak Annual Employment and Labor Income
West Coast Price ($/bbl)

$20.00

$22.00

$24.00

Oil Industry

9,000

14,000

21,000

State and Local Governments

7,000

11,000

17,000

17,000

25,000

38,000

$800

$1,200

$1,900

300

500

800

$1,200

$1,700

$2,600

Peak Employment

Peak ANWR-Related Employment
Peak Labor Income (millions)
Oil Industry
State and Local Governments
Peak ANWR-Related Income
Subtotals may not add to totals due to rounding.

•

To place these employment figures in perspective, Alaska’s economy now
includes approximately 280,000 wage and salary jobs, accounting for $9.7
billion in total annual payroll.

•

This analysis focuses primarily on economic impacts after production begins.
However, in a five-year construction and development phase, employment
and labor income could peak at 11,000 jobs and just over $500 million.

•

Additional jobs and income will be created in the Alaska economy through
ANWR-related contributions to the Permanent Fund. Contributions to the
Permanent Fund from ANWR revenues could total just under $3 billion over
the first 15 years of ANWR production, based on $22/barrel oil.

•

ANWR-related Permanent Fund dividends paid to Alaskans would reach an
accumulated total in excess of $300 million after 15 years of ANWR
production. In-state spending of those dividends would create approximately
700 jobs annually (jobs not included in the table above).
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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this study is to estimate potential economic impact in Alaska from oil
production from the coastal plain of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR).
Several studies have been conducted on the potential volume of technically
recoverable oil contained in Area 1002 and adjacent areas. The United States
Geological Survey (USGS) conducted the most comprehensive assessment of the
economically recoverable oil contained in Area 1002.1 However, this is the first effort
to predict the economic benefits that could accrue to Alaska as a result of oil
development in ANWR.
It is important that readers of this report understand the uncertainty inherent in this
type of analysis. Following are several of the critical sources of uncertainty:


The volume of ANWR oil that is technically recoverable. As described later in this
report, geologists estimate that ANWR contains between 6 billion and 15 billion
barrels of technically recoverable oil. The potential economic benefits from
ANWR development could be similarly divergent. Added to this uncertainty is
the potential for technological advances, which most certainly will occur over the
multi-decade potential productive life of the ANWR fields. Such advances would
increase the volume of technically recoverable oil. They can also increase the
volume of oil that is economically recoverable. The nature and timing of such
advances, however, is impossible to predict.



Future oil prices. The price of oil is the key factor in determining how much oil
could be economically produced from ANWR. With oil prices subject to
occasionally wild swings, the volume of ANWR oil in the ground that is
“economic” may in six months be double what it is today, or conversely, half of
what it is today.



Cost factors. The cost of production, including royalty rates and taxes, is at this
time uncertain with regard to ANWR. Royalty rates could be between 12.5
percent and 16.7 percent, the difference of course representing millions of dollars
to state and federal government, and potentially thousands of jobs in Alaska. The
effect of other cost and revenue factors are similarly difficult to foresee, such as
the Economic Limit Factor (ELF, applied to severance tax calculations) which
depends on the number of producing wells and the volume of oil produced
during any given period.

In addition to the questions surrounding the volume and value of the ANWR oil
resource, there is significant uncertainty about how production would translate into
economic benefits for Alaska. Economists use models to predict the number of jobs
and income that would be created by increased spending in an economy, whether
from new oil development, a new fish processing plant, or increased tourism.
However, even the most sophisticated model represents a gross simplification of the
highly complex, real-world economy.

1
Economics of Undiscovered Oil in the 1002 Area of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, Chapter EA (Economic Analysis), Emil
D. Attanasi, 1999, U.S. Geological Survey, Open File Report 98-34.
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While recognizing this uncertainty, every effort has been made to incorporate
reasonable, and generally conservative, assumptions into this analysis. The
assessment is intended to add more information to the ANWR debate. As better
data becomes available in the future, the assumptions made here can be refined, and
a clearer picture of the potential economic benefits of ANWR presented.
This economic analysis focuses primarily on the Alaska employment and labor
income effects of ANWR development. The analysis included use of IMPLAN Pro
version 2.0, a software package that provides a predictive model of local and state
economies.
The results of this analysis are time-dependent only to the extent that economic
linkages between sectors of the Alaska economy change over time. In other words,
employment and labor income estimates are based on present-day multipliers. Ten
years from now, for example, Alaska’s economy will likely have changed, and
economic relationships, represented by multipliers, may be different. Otherwise, oil
prices and cost factors have been held constant.
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CHAPTER I: ANWR OIL RESERVES

ANWR Oil Resources
In May 1998, the United States Geological Survey (USGS) released a report regarding
the oil and gas potential for the 1002 area of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge
(ANWR). This report provided an update of a USGS assessment conducted ten
years earlier. The new report, entitled “The Oil and Gas Resource Potential of the
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge 1002 Area, Alaska,” used data generated from wells
drilled, oil discoveries made near ANWR, improved technological processes and
interpretative methodologies to generate updated oil and gas resource estimates.
The entire coastal plain area includes 1.5 million acres of Federal 1002 land. Within
the area there are approximately 92,000 acres of subsurface estate owned by the
Arctic Slope Regional Corporation (ASRC), which are subject to Refuge regulations.2
There are also more than 10,000 acres of other privately owned Native allotments
within ANWR that are not subject to Refuge regulations. The area includes State
land between the coast and the three-mile off-shore boundary. It is estimated that 74
percent of technically recoverable oil is located on Federal land, with the remaining
26 percent divided between the private and State lands.3

In-Place Oil Resources
The 1998 USGS report estimated in-place oil resources within the Federal 1002 area
at between 11.6 and 31.5 billion barrels (95 and 5 percent probabilities, respectively),
with a mean value of 20.7 billion barrels.4 This estimate differs from the 1987 inplace oil resource assessment of 4.8 and 29.4 billion barrels (95 and 5 percent
probabilities), with a mean value of 13.8 billion barrels of oil. In-place oil resources
represent the estimated natural endowment or occurrence of oil resources based
upon geologic knowledge and theory. It does not take into account the recoverability
of the resource.

Table 1
In-Place ANWR Oil Resources, 1987 and 1998 USGS Assessments

Statistical Estimate

1987 USGS Federal
1002 Area Assessment
(BBO)1

95% (19 in 20 chance)

1998 USGS Federal
1002 Area Assessment
(BBO)1

1998 USGS Entire
Coastal Plain Area
Assessment (BBO)

4.8

11.6

15.6

Mean Value

13.8

20.7

27.8

5% (1 in 20 chance)

29.4

31.5

42.3

1 – The Oil and Gas Resource Potential of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge 1002 Area, Alaska (May, 1998).

2

The surface estate is owned by Kaktovik Inupiat Corporation (KIC), an Alaska Native village corporation.
Technically recoverable oil is the volume of oil that can be recovered with existing technology, regardless of cost.
4
A 95 percent probability means that there is a 19 in 20 chance of finding this volume of oil. A 5 percent probability means
there is a 1 in 20 chance.
3
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Technically Recoverable Resources
Technically recoverable resources are that volume of the resource that may be
recoverable given current technology while disregarding the cost of recovery. This
can also be interpreted as estimating the supply of oil given current recovery
technology, without regard to the demand, or the amount that could be profitably
produced at a given market price. The 1998 USGS report estimated the technically
recoverable petroleum resources of the Federal 1002 area between 4.3 and 11.8
billion barrels (95 and 5 percent probabilities), with a mean value of 7.7 billion
barrels of oil. The amount of technically recoverable resources within the entire
coastal plain area is estimated to be between 5.7 and 16 billion barrels (95 and 5
percent probabilities), with a mean value of 10.3 billion barrels of oil.

Table 2
Technically Recoverable Oil Resources in Federal 1002 Area and the
Entire ANWR Coastal Plain
Federal 1002 Area
(BB0)2

Entire ANWR Coastal Plain
(BBO)1

95% (19 in 20 chance)

4.3

5.7

Mean Value

7.7

10.3

5% (1 in 20 chance)

11.8

16.0

Statistical Estimate

1 – Potential Oil Production from the Coastal Plain of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge: Updated Assessment,
(May, 2000), Energy Information Administration, U.S. Department of Energy.
2 – The Oil and Gas Resource Potential of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge 1002 Area, Alaska: Economic
Analysis (1999). U.S. Geological Survey, Open File Report 98-34.

Economically Recoverable Resources
Both in-place and technically recoverable resources are static numbers (not
considering technological advances). A third measure of oil resources is highly
dynamic. Economically recoverable resources are those resources that would be
produced given a certain market price. Economically recoverable resources are
therefore a function of price. Given the volatility of oil prices, it is difficult to predict
clearly how much oil would be produced at any given time. For the Federal 1002
area of ANWR, given a market price of $15 a barrel (1996 dollars, West Coast
delivery, or about $16.60 in current dollars), no oil production would occur,
according to the USGS assessment. When the market price increases to $20 (1996
dollars), 3.2 billion barrels or 42 percent of the estimated mean amount of technically
recoverable oil is economic to produce. When the market price increases to $24 a
barrel (1996 dollars), the economically recoverable amount of oil increases to 5.2
billion barrels, or 68 percent of the estimated mean value of 7.7 billion barrels of oil.
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Table 3
Economically Recoverable Oil Resources in ANWR
At Various Oil Price Levels
Federal 1002 Area1
Incremental Cost or Market
Price of a Barrel of Oil

Economically
Recoverable Oil
(billion barrels)

Percent of Mean Value for
Federal 1002 Area of ANWR

15.2

00.0

00.0

15.3

0.8

10.3

16

1.1

14.1

17

1.8

23.9

18

2.4

31.1

19

2.6

34.3

20

3.2

41.6

21

4.0

51.8

22

4.4

56.6

23

5.0

65.4

24

5.2

68.1

25

5.6

73.2

26

5.8

75.5

27

6.1

78.5

28

6.2

80.7

29

6.3

81.8

30

6.3

81.9

1 – E. Attanasi USGS (August, 2002). Prices in 1996 dollars, West Coast delivery.

ANWR Oil Production Rates
The Energy Information Administration (EIA), within the U.S. Department of
Energy, estimates that the period of time required from approval to conduct lease
sales to production of oil from ANWR would be between seven and 12 years (the
EIA authors assume nine years in their analysis).
Regarding production rates, the EIA formulated production schedules based on
technically recoverable resource estimates. Assuming a one-year lag between
developments, the EIA estimated 40-year production schedules with new fields
coming online each year for 25 years. Given this production schedule for technically
recoverable oil resources, oil production would occur over 65 years. For purposes of
this analysis, this production schedule is independent of price.
The production schedules postulated by the EIA are based upon increasing field
production rates for the first two years, followed by a peak production rate in the
third year. Beginning the fourth year, production would decline. The assumptions
made in this production schedule differ from the schedule produced by the EIA two
years later. In February of 2002 the EIA suggested that there would be a two-year
lag between fields coming online. Further, production rates would increase for three
to four years before peaking and going into decline.
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In this study, the production rates predicted by the EIA in 2002 were used, though
the rates were applied to estimates of the economically recoverable oil, not all
technically recoverable oil. Production rates are provided in the appendices to this
report and are based on three price scenarios; $20, $22 and $24 per barrel, West Coast
delivery, in 2001 dollars. These prices are approximately equivalent to $18, $20 and
$22 per barrel oil in 1996 dollars, as presented in Table 3. ANS West Coast oil prices
as of August 29, 2002, were at $27.40 per barrel. Since 1990, real (inflation-adjusted)
ANS West Coast prices have averaged about $22 per barrel.
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CHAPTER II: STATE OF ALASKA REVENUES FROM
ANWR DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION

Introduction
There would be four major sources of State revenues from oil development in
ANWR—State and Federal mineral lease revenues, property taxes, production taxes,
and corporate income tax. There have been no significant changes since 1995 in the
State or Federal statutes governing these sources. This section of the report describes
these revenue sources and the assumptions made to estimate revenues for ANWR.

Mineral Lease Revenues
Mineral lease revenues include cash bonuses, lease rentals, and royalties. This
economic impact analysis focuses only on royalties. Lease rentals are generally an
insignificant source of revenue compared to royalties. Bonuses can be very
significant, but unpredictable. The potential lease bonus revenue from ANWR has
been estimated at $1.5 billion.5
The State Division of Oil and Gas, Department of Natural Resources has an ongoing
leasing program in the State waters off ANWR, out to the 3-mile boundary of State
jurisdiction. All State lease sales off ANWR have used a fixed 12.5 percent royalty.
Federal lease sales in ANWR’s 1002 Area could include royalties as high as 16.7
percent. Recent lease sales in the National Petroleum Reserve – Alaska (NPRA) have
used a 12.5 percent royalty in areas with low petroleum potential, and a 16.7 royalty
in high potential areas. The total volume of ANWR’s technically recoverable oil is
comparable to NPRA. But, it is concentrated in larger accumulations in an area 1/12
the size of NPRA, close to existing feeder pipelines. ANWR recovery is potentially
far more economic than even NPRA’s high potential acreage.6
The USGS economic analysis of ANWR assumed a 16.7 percent royalty (on Federal
lands).7
Legislative bill H.R. 4, which authorizes ANWR 1002 Area development, passed the
U.S. House August 2, 2001. It is now in conference with the Senate-passed version of
H.R. 4, which contains no ANWR development authorization. Section 6506(a)(1) of
H.R. 4, as passed by the House, provides that ANWR leases shall have a minimum
royalty of 12.5 percent.
Under the Alaska Statehood Act, the State is entitled to 90 percent of Federal mineral
lease revenues. However, Congressional authorization of oil and gas leasing in
ANWR is likely to reduce that to 50 percent. Section 6512 of H.R. 4 provides for a 5050 State/Federal split of bonuses, lease rentals, and royalties. The 50/50 split is the
5

From the Energy Information Administration web site t http://www.eia.doe.gov/oiaf/aeo/leg_reg.html
U.S. Geological Survey 2002 Petroleum Assessment of the National Petroleum Reserve in Alaska (NPRA), USGS, May 2002.
7
Economics of Undiscovered Oil in the 1002 Area of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, Chapter EA (Economic Analysis), Emil
D. Attanasi, 1999 in U.S. Geological Survey, Open File Report 98-34.
6
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most likely division of revenues if ANWR development is authorized. This
economic analysis is based on the 50/50 split, though the impacts of a 90/10 split on
state revenues are considered.

Property Tax
Under AS 43.56, the State levies a 20-mill tax (2 percent) on the assessed value of all
oil and gas exploration, production, and transportation tangible property.
Municipalities may also levy a tax on the property, up to 20 mills. Taxpayers are
allowed a credit against their tax liability to the State for any property taxes paid to
municipalities. In FY 2001, the North Slope Borough’s property tax levy left about 5
percent of the total authorized tax to the State. In other words, the Borough levied a
tax of about 19 mills, leaving one mill for the State after the credit.8
Property tax revenues to the state and local governments will depend on the
schedule and value of investments made in development and production from
ANWR. The USGS has made estimates of rates of development, and has formulated
cost factors in its ANWR economic analysis. However, specific development
schedules and associated costs are not available. In this analysis, a flat rate of $0.50
per barrel of oil produced is used to estimate total property tax revenues. This
includes tax revenues to the state and local governments. This rate was used in a
recent NPRA economic assessment.9
Statewide, property taxes on tangible oil and gas property have produced revenues
ranging from about $0.60 to $0.75 per barrel (2001 dollars) over the past 12 years.10

Production (Severance) Taxes
Under AS 43.55, the State levies a tax on the production of oil, excluding the Federal
or State government’s royalty share of production. The tax is the higher of a percent
of value or a cents per barrel tax, in both cases multiplied by the economic limit
factor (ELF). For ANWR, the tax would be 12.25 percent of the gross value of
production at the wellhead for the first five years of production and 15 percent
thereafter. The cents per barrel tax is 80 cents, adjusted for crude oil API gravity.
The cents per barrel tax can be ignored. USGS’ latest analysis11 indicates no
commercial development of ANWR would occur if oil prices were below $13 in 1996
dollars. In today’s dollars the minimum threshold would be even greater. The 80
cents per barrel tax would be effective only with wellhead prices below $6.53 during
the first five years of production or below $5.33 thereafter.
The ELF formula for oil production is
ELF = (1-(300 X Wells)/Volume)^((150,000/Volume)^1.5333)

8
Spring 2002 Revenue Sources Book, Alaska Department of Revenue, Tax Division, page 73,
http://www.tax.state.ak.us/SourcesBook/2002SpringSources/index.htm.
9
NPRA Final Integrated Activity Plan/Environmental Impact Statement, US Department of Interior, Bureau of Land
Management and Minerals Management Service, August 1998. http://aurora.ak.blm.gov.NPRA/final/html.
10
Based on data provided in DOR’s Spring 2002 Revenue Sources Book and earlier editions of the same publication.
11
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, 1002 Area, Petroleum Assessment, 1998, Including Economic Analysis, USGS, April 2001.
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Where “Wells” is the number of producing wells in the field and “Volume” is the
total daily production for the field. The ELF reduces the production tax on wells as
their productivity declines. It also reduces the tax on small fields. In this study an
ELF is assumed to be 1.0 for the first 17 years of ANWR production (until production
peaks), then it is assumed to decline at an annual rate of 2 percent (0.02) annually
thereafter.
There is also a State Hazardous Release Surcharge on production taxes. The money
is to be used for prevention of, and emergency response to, hazardous substance
spills. The tax rate is 3 cents per barrel on all oil production, except Federal and State
royalty production. The tax rate is 5 cents per barrel when the balance in the State’s
Oil and Hazardous Substance Release Prevention and Response Fund falls below $50
million. During Fiscal Year 2001, the fund balance exceeded $50 million. Because
this is a minor tax, it is not included in this analysis.

Corporate Income Tax
Under AS 43.20.072, the State levies a corporate income tax on oil and gas
production and transportation. It is based on a 2- or 3-factor apportionment of a
corporation’s worldwide income from oil and gas activities. The factors are Alaska’s
proportion of worldwide production, property, and sales. Petroleum producers are
apportioned based on production and property, including intangible as well as
tangible drilling and development costs. Pipeline operators are apportioned based
on property and sales, including tariffs. Producers and pipeline operators are
apportioned based on all three factors. The tax is a graduated rate on taxable income
up to $90,000. The marginal rate on income above $90,000 is 9.4 percent.
Since 1985, corporate income taxes paid by the oil industry in Alaska have averaged
25 percent of total royalty payments. This is purely a statistical relationship;
however, in the absence of better data it provides a starting point for estimating
ANWR-related corporate income tax revenues.

Summary
The following table provides estimated Alaska revenues from ANWR, under various
price scenarios (West Coast delivery price). These estimates include revenues to
local government from property taxes, as well as estimated royalties to private
ANWR landowners. Detailed annual estimates are provided in the appendix.

Table 4
Alaska Revenues from ANWR Oil Production
Peak Annual Values (millions of dollars)
West Coast Price ($/bbl)

$20.00

$22.00

$24.00

Royalties (50/50 state/federal split)

$130

$200

$320

Royalties (90/10 state/federal split)

230

360

570

Severance Taxes

270

420

660

Corporate Income Taxes

60

100

160

Property Taxes

80

100

140

Total Alaska Revenues (50/50 royalty split)

$540

$830

$1,280

Total Alaska Revenues (90/10 royalty split)

$650

$990

$1,530
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CHAPTER III:
ECONOMIC IMPACT IN ALASKA FROM ANWR PRODUCTION

Economic Impacts During Exploration and Development
Before oil begins to flow from ANWR, seven to 12 years of exploration and
development work would be required. During this period, the economic impact in
Alaska of ANWR development would include lease bonuses and employment
stemming from exploration and construction activity. These impacts are addressed
below.

Pre-Production Revenues to the State
The Congressional Budget Office estimated that a total $3.0 billion in bonus bids
would be received from ANWR. 12 Assuming a 50/50 state/federal split, Alaska’s
share would total $1.5 billion. The timing of when these bonuses would be received
is somewhat uncertain, but it is likely to occur within three to four years of the date
that ANWR development is authorized.
Half of the state’s $1.5 billion share would be deposited in the Permanent Fund.
Also, 0.5 percent would be deposited in the Public School Fund Trust. The balance
would go to the state’s general fund where it would be spent on a range of public
services or capital projects. Because these bonus revenues would be a one-time
contribution to the general fund it is not appropriate to attribute a specific number of
jobs to the ANWR revenues. However, including direct, indirect and induced
effects, this $740 million in general fund money would translate into an equivalent
amount of payroll for Alaskan workers.13
Other than the lease bonuses, there are no significant pre-production revenues to
state government. There would be rental incomes generated between the time that
the bids occur and production (while exploration and development is taking place);
however, these per-acre rental incomes would be insignificant from a state
budgeting perspective. Property tax revenues would also begin flowing preproduction, mostly to the North Slope Borough.

Oil Industry Pre-Production Employment and Labor Income
Thousands of jobs will be created during the pre-production phase of ANWR’s
development. This includes wildcat drilling, development drilling, pipeline
construction and construction of field facilities (drill pads, flow lines from drilling
sites, the central processing unit, and facilities for housing workers).
Because most of ANWR’s oil is apparently contained in a number of moderate-size
and smaller fields (rather than one “elephant” field), investment will be incremental,
beginning with the largest, lowest-cost fields followed by the smaller, higher-cost
12

“Budget Options”, issued February 2001, Congressional Budget Office http://www.cbo.gov/.
Based on labor income per dollar of output ratio for state and local government of about 1 to 1, as indicated by the
IMPLAN model.

13
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fields, as market conditions allow. In any case, very little data exists on initial
investment and manpower requirements for ANWR oil development. The USGS
estimates that construction of an 85-mile pipeline from the TAPS to a central location
in the Western Area of Area 1002 would cost $378 million in 1996 dollars.14 This
includes cost of materials, pipe, installation, pump stations and construction of a
parallel gravel haul road. Another $198 million pipeline would be required to link
the Eastern Area, but presumably this investment would occur well after the
Western Area was at or near full production.
Drilling costs are estimated to average $8 to $10 million per wildcat well. Drilling
and completion costs per production wells for depths to 5,000 feet are assumed at
$2.2 million, 5,000 to 10,000 feet $2.73 million, 10,000 to 15,000 feet $3.31 million,
greater than 15,000 feet, $5.76 million (all in 1996 dollars).15
The greatest cost associated with ANWR development would be in facilities
investment, which is dependent on the size of fields being developed. Facilities
investment costs range from over $4 per barrel for fields of under 100 million barrels
to around $1 per barrel for large fields (1 billion barrels), according to the USGS. It is
not possible to predict with any degree of certainty the intensity of the initial ANWR
development effort; however, it is reasonable to assume that facilities to produce
one-third of the economic oil reserves – about a billion barrels of oil – would be
constructed. Assuming an average cost of $2 per barrel, initial investment in facilities
would cost approximately $2 billion total. Add to that pipeline construction costs
and drilling costs, and the initial investment could total approximately $3 billion.
This investment, which would occur over several years, would translate into
substantial employment and labor income impacts. Based on the assumed
investment schedule shown in the following table, this construction and
development phase employment would peak at 11,000 jobs with labor income of just
over $500 million.16

Table 5
Pre-Production ANWR Investment, Employment and Labor Income
Fiscal Year

Investment
(millions)

Employment

Labor Income
(millions)

Years 1 - 4

–

–

–

Year 5

$300

4,000

$170

Year 6

400

6,000

260

Year 7

600

8,000

350

Year 8

700

10,000

430

Year 9

900

11,000

520

Source: McDowell Group estimates, includes direct and indirect employment and income.

14

USGS Open-File Report 98-34, page EA-37.
Ibid, page EA-39.
16
IMPLAN multipliers for New Industrial and Commercial Buildings were used to estimate total employment impacts.
15
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Oil Industry Employment and Income Impacts from ANWR Production
This section provides estimates of oil industry employment and payroll associated
with ANWR oil production. These jobs include employment associated with
finding, developing, and producing ANWR oil. Indirect and induced jobs are also
considered. Indirect jobs are those created in the many businesses that provide
goods and services to the oil industry. Induced impacts occur through in-state
spending of employee payroll dollars. Multipliers generated by the IMPLAN model
are used to estimate these impacts. These multipliers are shown in Table 5.

Table 6
IMPLAN Multipliers for Oil and Gas Production in Alaska
Employment dollars of output (1)
Labor Income (2)

Direct

Indirect

Induced

Total

2.66

2.127

3.237

8.024

0.2734

0.1044

0.1066

0.4847

1 - Based on 1998 dollars, jobs per million dollars of output.
2 - Labor income per dollar of output.

These multipliers suggest that for each million dollars of output (oil produced) a
total of eight jobs are created in Alaska. For every million dollars in output, $480,000
in direct, indirect and induced labor income is created.
Direct employment and labor income multipliers are applied to the value of ANWR
oil at the Valdez terminal (well-head plus transportation to the TAPS, plus the TAPS
tariff). To avoid potential double counting of jobs created by state spending of
ANWR revenue, indirect and induced employment are based on Valdez value less
taxes and royalties.
It should be noted that these IMPLAN multipliers are based on 1998 dollars.
Therefore, the revenue estimates were adjusted to 1998 dollars before the multipliers
were applied. 17
Annual oil industry employment estimates due to ANWR production are provided
in the Appendix to this report. Oil industry-related employment, including direct,
indirect and induced employment, steadily increases from initial production to a
peak of approximately 14,000 jobs.18

State Government Revenue-Related Employment and Payroll
The economic impact of state revenues derived from ANWR production would
depend on several factors. Most important is how the money is used. ANWR
revenue would be split along three paths: to the Alaska Permanent Fund, to the state
operating budget, or the state capital projects budget. The next section describes
how ANWR revenue to the state is likely to be distributed among these three
categories. Then the employment and payroll impacts of state spending of ANWR

17

The Producer Price Index (PPI) for crude petroleum, domestic production, as published by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, was used to convert 2001 oil values to 1998 oil values.
18
Based on an average price of $22 per barrel oil.
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revenue are described (based on the assumptions made about the distribution of
ANWR-related revenue into various state coffers).

Distribution of State Revenue from ANWR
For fields leased prior to 1980, at least one-quarter (25 percent) of all mineral lease
rentals, royalties, royalty sale proceeds, federal mineral revenue sharing payments
and bonuses received by the State of Alaska must be deposited in the Permanent
Fund.19 For fields leased after 1980, a 50 percent contribution to the Permanent Fund
is required. In addition, a contribution of 0.5% of all royalties and bonuses must be
deposited in the Public School Fund Trust.
Of the balance, 95 percent of revenues are assumed to be spent through the state
operating budget. Over the past five fiscal years, the unrestricted General Fund split
between operating and capital budgets has between 95 percent and 97 percent
operating and 3 to 5 percent capital.20

Table 7
Alaska State Operating and Capital Projects
Enacted Budgets, FY 1997 to FY 2001 (millions of dollars)
Fiscal Year

Operating Expenditures Capital Expenditures

Percent Operating

1997

$2,046.2

$100.0

95%

1998

$2,033.6

$97.7

95%

1999

$2,022.8

$89.9

96%

2000

$1,973.9

$81.5

96%

2001

$2,014.0

$71.8

97%

Source: Alaska State Legislature, Legislative Finance Division.

Employment and Payroll from Operating Budget Expenditures
IMPLAN splits state and local government into two components: education and
non-education. In this analysis it is assumed that 35 percent of the ANWR revenues
spent through the operating budget would be spent on education.21
Direct, indirect, induced and total multipliers are provided in the following table.
The education component of government has relatively high direct multipliers
because payroll is (usually by far) a school district’s single largest budget item.
IMPLAN reports a zero indirect multiplier for state and local government. While a
low indirect multiplier would be expected, a zero multiplier clearly understates
actual indirect impacts. Nevertheless, the IMPLAN multipliers taken as a whole
appear reasonable and are used in this analysis.

19

Spring 2002 Revenue Source Book, Alaska Department of Revenue, Tax Division, page 75.
http://www.tax.state.ak.us/SourcesBook/2002SpringSources/index.htm.
20
Based on data provided by the Legislative Finance Division at http://www.legfin.state.ak.us/. This distribution does
not include “Statewide” expenditures, such as supplemental appropriations, debt retirement and fund capitalization. In
the economic impact analysis Statewide expenditures are treated as operating expenditures.
21
Based on the FY 2001 budget, Summary of Appropriation, Legislative Finance Division,
http://www.legfin.state.ak.us/.
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Table 8
IMPLAN Multipliers for State and
Local Government Operations in Alaska
Direct

Indirect

Induced

Total

State and Local Government - Education

22.313

0

6.368

28.681

State and Local Government - Non-Education

14.917

0

5.019

19.936

Weighted Average (35% Education)

17.506

0

5.491

22.997

State and Local Government - Education

1.000

0

0.1830

1.183

State and Local Government - Non-Education

0.784

0

0.1446

0.929

Weighted Average (35% Education)

0.860

0

0.1580

1.0179

Employment (1)

Labor Income (2)

1 - Based on 1998 dollars, jobs per million dollars of output.
2 - Labor income per dollar of output.

These multipliers indicate that state revenue spent on education generates a total of
28.7 jobs per million dollars of output (or expenditure). State spending on other
operating budget items creates a total of approximately 20 jobs per million dollars.
To estimate total state and local government employment impacts from ANWR
revenue to state government, a weighted average of 23 jobs per million dollars was
used. Revenue estimates, made in 2001 dollars, were adjusted to 1998 dollars before
the multipliers were applied.22
Labor income multipliers are also provided in Table 8. These multipliers indicate
that for every dollar of ANWR revenue that flows to the state operating budget, a
total of $1.02 of labor income will be created.

Employment and Payroll from Capital Budget Expenditures
Though a relatively small part of the overall impact, the employment and income
effects of capital budget expenditures must be considered separately because of
significantly different multiplier effects. Table 9 provides IMPLAN multipliers for
two categories of construction, New Highways and Streets, and New Government
Facilities. For purposes of this analysis, it was assumed that 80 percent of the capital
project budget would be spent on highway construction-related projects. This
assumption results in a total multiplier of 13.6 jobs per million dollars. Labor income
totals $600,000 per million dollars of expenditure.

22

Adjustment from 2001 dollars to 1998 dollars was based on the Anchorage Consumer Price Index.
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Table 9
IMPLAN Multipliers for Capital Projects in Alaska
Direct

Indirect

Induced

Total

New Highways and Streets

7.813

2.622

3.376

13.810

New Government Facilities

5.494

3.688

3.599

12.781

Weighted Average (80% Highways)

7.349

2.835

3.4206

13.604

New Highways and Streets

0.408

0.0875

0.01

0.595

New Government Facilities

0.402

0.124

0.106

0.633

Weighted Average (80% Highways)

0.407

0.0947

0.029

0.603

Employment (1)

Labor Income (2)

1 - Based on 1998 dollars, jobs per million dollars of output.
2 - Labor income per dollar of output.

It is important to recognize that the assessment of capital budget-related
employment and labor income effects does not consider the federal match on State of
Alaska capital projects. The case could be made that ANWR revenue would leverage
additional federal dollars into Alaska and therefore the economic impact of ANWR
includes jobs and income created through expenditure of federal matching money.
This analysis, however, considers expenditure of the state portion only.

Permanent Fund Dividend-Related Employment and Payroll
Fifty percent of royalties and severance taxes generated from ANWR would be
deposited in the Permanent Fund. These deposits will create additional dividends
for Alaskans and spending of those dividends will create jobs and income in the
state’s economy. Dividends are assumed to equal half of an assumed real 4 percent
annual earnings on the Permanent Fund.
The economic impact of the Permanent Fund Dividend program was addressed in a
study by Scott Goldsmith in 1989.23 That study found that the dividend created
approximately 13 jobs per million dollars, in 1988 dollars. Since 1988, Alaska’s
economy has undergone significance support sector expansion, meaning that
relatively more of the dividend may be spent in Alaska today than in 1988. On the
other hand, inflation has been at work, and in 2001 dollars, the 13 jobs per million
spent translates to about nine jobs per million. It is assumed that these two factors
are approximately equal and off-setting, and a 13 jobs per million estimate is used
here.

23

The Economic Impact of the Alaska Permanent Fund Dividend, prepared by Institute of Social and Economic research,
University of Alaska Anchorage, for the Alaska Permanent Fund Corporation.
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Summary of Production Impacts
Table 10 summarizes the employment and labor income impacts in Alaska stemming
from oil development in ANWR. The table provides peak employment and income,
which occurs about 17 years after the first barrel of oil is pumped. These estimates
are based on a 50/50 royalty split.

Table 10
Employment and Labor Income Impacts of Oil Development in ANWR
Peak Annual Employment and Labor Income
West Coast Price ($/bbl)

$20.00

$22.00

$24.00

Oil Industry

9,000

14,000

21,000

State and Local Governments

7,000

11,000

17,000

17,000

25,000

38,000

$800

$1,200

$1,900

300

500

800

$1,200

$1,700

$2,600

Peak Employment

Peak ANWR-Related Employment (1)
Peak Labor Income (millions)
Oil Industry
State and Local Governments
Peak ANWR-Related Income (1)
1 - Subtotals may not add to totals due to rounding.

These totals do not include jobs and income generated through ANWR-related
Permanent Fund Dividends. The employment and income effects related to the
Permanent Fund Dividend increase over time, as annual deposits add to the
principal of the fund and dividends increase. After 30 years, ANWR will have
generated $5 billion in contributions to the principal, based on $22 per barrel oil. Instate spending of dividends paid to Alaskans would create hundreds of jobs in the
Alaska economy. After 30 years of ANWR production, spending of ANWR
generated dividends would be responsible for over 1,000 jobs a year in the Alaska
economy. This employment and payroll is not included in Table 10.
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Appendix
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